COAL INDIA JOINS THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

#COAL INDIANS CONTINUE TO WORK RELENTLESSLY

#COAL INDIA – THE CORPORATE CITIZEN

CIL and its subsidiaries are following all guidelines i.e. sanitization and maintaining physical distancing at workplace to flatten the curve. CIL has also participated in India’s fight against Covid-19 through various CSR activities. #FightCovid19 #StaySafe
CIL has developed and commissioned a “Sanitizing Chamber” at its Bartunga Hill Mine, Chirimiri, South Eastern Coalfields Ltd. to fight #COVID19 menace.

The full body sanitizer has a total of 16 misting nozzles on either side of the chamber which operates automatically with a timer circuit for 20 seconds. Each worker after marking their attendance, enters the calibrated sanitizing chamber where a disinfectant mist is sprayed over the full body. The liquid disinfectant sterilises the body surface, clothes and objects carried by the person making them safe and sanitized.
SANITISATION IS THE NEED OF THE HOUR AND CIL ADHERES TO IT-

CIL is sanitizing its equipment, workplaces and residential areas to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. State-of-art-technology 'fog cannons' have been pressed into service to sanitize residential colonies, camps of contractors' workers and neighbouring villages.
CIL FOLLOWS SELF HELP MANTRA : MAKES ITS OWN HAND SANITISER

CMPDI - Regional Institute-2, Dhanbad made its own alcohol based hand sanitiser in their lab and distributed it to employees and visitors to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This sanitiser is a WHO recommended formula.